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What’s happening, why bother?

• Global warming means a different climate with 
all kinds of impacts – ecosystems to 
infrastructure

• Economic impacts will be varied and early 
action will mean strategic positioning 
advantages and cheaper costs of adjustment 
and adaptation

• It’s a major business opportunity

A BIT OF BACKGROUND 
SCIENCE

Global warming means a different climate with all kinds of impacts –
ecosystems to infrastructure

Average temperature for the past 10,000 years 
around 14ºC 



Yes, the Earth has been warmer before

New Scientist 
21 June 2008

What is atmosphere?

• The gaseous layer covering 
the Earth's surface.

• Made up mainly of nitrogen 
(78.1%) and oxygen 
(20.9%). 

• Remaining 1% is made of 
various gases - the major 
one is argon (0.9%)

• Also ozone, carbon dioxide, 
methane, sulphur dioxide, 
water vapour. 

CO2 385 ppm



Carbon flux its  a natural thing

What are the greenhouse gases?

• Carbon Dioxide CO2

• Carbon Monoxide CO

• Hydrochlorofluorocarbons 
HCFCs

• Hydrofluorocarbons HFCs

• Methane CH4

• Nitrous Oxide N2O

• Nitrogen Oxides NOx

• Non-Methane Hydrocarbons 
NMVOCs

• Perfluorocarbons PFCs

• Sulfur Dioxide SO2

• Sulfur Hexafluoride SF6



The greenhouse process

Source DNR Qld 2000

http://www.pewclimate.org/global-warming-basics/facts_and_figures/climate_science_basics/ghe.cfm

Atmospheric CO2 and temperatures



What is causing climate change?

• CO2 concentration 
increased by 31% 
since 1750

• Present levels have 
not been exceeded 
past 420,000 years 
and likely not past 20 
million yrs

• Current rate of 
increase 
unprecedented past 
20,000 years

Climate Change: An Australian Guide to the Science and 
Potential Impacts, AGO 2003
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Flows of emissions of CO2 from burning fossil-fuels 
have risen rapidly since 1950

Source: World Resources Institute, CAIT
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Over the past 50 years nearly half  
(45%) of all emissions from fossil 
fuel use and land-use changes 
have remained in the atmosphere, 
with the rest being absorbed by 
the land and oceans

On our current path, it will be difficult to rein-in carbon 
emissions enough to stabilise the atmospheric carbon dioxide 
concentration at 450 ppm.



September 16, 2007 

• Queensland is getting hotter and 

drier

• Rainfall has declined in eastern 

Queensland

• Coastal rainfall now falls in 

shorter, more intense bursts

• Tropical cyclone intensity has 

increased

Queensland’s climate is changing

Courier Mail 7 August 2008



Queensland’s temperatures have changed
Trend in annual temperatures 1950 – 2007 (°C change per decade)

Minimum temp Maximum temp

How will Queensland’s temperature change?

• By 2030 average annual temperature is expected to rise by 0.6 - 1.0°C

• By 2070 it is expected to increase 2.0 - 2.5°C

Days over 35°C in Rockhampton

Average annual temperature in central 

Queensland

Currently 16 days

2030 26 days

2070 65 days



Queensland’s rainfall patterns have changed

Trend in Queensland’s annual total rainfall (mm/decade)

1900-2007 1950-2007

How will Queensland’s rainfall change?

Model simulations of 
rainfall change are more 
complex with not all 
models showing 
agreement on the extent 
or direction of change

2030 2070

Best estimates of annual rainfall change

‘A tendency for less rainfall’
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Severity of Event
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Thomas Homer Dixon

Nature is most at risk from climate 
change

“The heat is on: the future of energy in Australia”, CSIRO Dec 2006



Stern Review

Where we stabilise ppm gives fair 
insight into future
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We must start to fall 

soon

Developing countries must be 

part of the solution

To stabilise CO2e at 550 ppm



Temp Rise Tourism Water and Primary 

Industries

Infrastructure and 

Insurance

>1ºC •81% of the Great 
Barrier Reef 
bleached
•Vertebrates in the 
World Heritage 
Wet Tropics lose 
90% of their core 
habitat

•Melbourne’s water 
supply falls 7-35%
•Murray Darling flows 
fall 12-25%
•Queensland fruit fly 
spreads south
•40% loss of eucalyptus 
core habitat

•Height of ‘100 year’
storm surge at Cairns 
rises 22% doubling the 
flooded area
•Storm surge rises 25% 
along Victoria’s coast
•Double the people 
exposed to flooding in 
Australia and New 
Zealand

Temp Rise Tourism Water and Primary 

Industries

Infrastructure and Insurance

>2ºC •97% of the 
Great Barrier 
Reef bleached
•80% of Kakadu 
freshwater 
wetlands lost

•Pasture growth slows 
by 31%
•Macquarie River 
basins flow fall 5-35%
•Livestock carrying 
capacity in native 
pasture systems falls 
by 40%

•Road maintenance costs in 
Australia rise by 17% despite 
a decline in SA
•‘100 year’ storm tides along 
Victoria’s east coast 15% 
more frequent
•Tropical cyclone rainfall 
increases 20 – 30% as wind 
speed increases 5-10%
•Temperature related deaths 
of people over 65 rises by 80-
123%
•Forest fire danger rises 10% 
across Australia



Temp Rise Tourism Water and Primary 

Industries

Infrastructure and 

Insurance

>3ºC •Distribution of GBR 
species shrinks by 
95%
•65% of Reef 
species lost in 
Cairns region
•Snow covered 
alpine areas shrink 
by 20-85%
•‘60 day’ snow 
cover declines by 
40-95%

•55% loss of 
eucalyptus core 
habitat
•Timber yields in sth 
Australia rise by 25-
55% but fall by same 
margin in nth 
Australia
•Australian net 
primary production 
falls by 6%
•Flow in the Murray 
falls by 16-48%

•Dengue fever 
transmission zone 
reaches Brisbane and 
possibly Sydney
•Temperature related 
deaths of people over 65 
rise 144 to 200%
•Oceania experiences a 
net loss of GDP

Temp Rise Tourism Water and Primary 

Industries

Infrastructure and 

Insurance

>4ºC •Most Australian 
vertebrates lose 90-
100% of their core 
habitats

•Extreme rainfall in 
Victoria increases by 
25%

•Peak electricity demand 
increases in Brisbane, 
Adelaide and Melbourne 
increases by 9-25%
•180 days a year above 
35ºC in SA and NT
•100 year storm tides 
along Victoria’s east coast 
30% more frequent



How far can we go? Is there a tipping 
point

ECONOMIC STRATEGY 
REQUIRES ACTION ON 
CLIMATE CHANGE

Economic impacts will be varied and early action will mean strategic 
positioning advantages and cheaper costs of adjustment and adaptation

Australia is carbon and climate 
exposed



Queensland is vulnerable to climate change

• Significant loss of biodiversity - Great Barrier Reef and the Wet Tropics

• Water security problems likely to intensify by 2030

• Increased risk of flooding – exacerbated by population growth

• Decline in agriculture and forestry production

• Other impacts: health, insurance, infrastructure

How will climate change affect 
rural communities in Queensland?

• Hotter conditions require cooler homes and buildings 

• Increased drought severity

• Flooding increases risk of soil loss and disruption to daily activities

• Changes to vector borne disease risks

• Possible ecological changes affecting grazing lands

• Changes in weeds and pests
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Australia Greenhouse Gas Emissions 2005 AGO 2007



State and Territory emissions in 2006

Source: National Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report 2006 
(published 2008)

• The most recent inventory is for 2006

• Qld now has the highest total emissions

• Qld per capita - 39t/person39t/person39t/person39t/person

(NSW - 24 t/person)

Queensland emissions by sector
1990 and 2006

• Stationary energy emissions 
increased 82%

• Transport emissions increased 
54%

• Reductions in land clearing have 
resulted in a decline of 63% in 

LUCF, a single occurrence 
benefit

Source: National Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report 2006 
(published 2008)



Ours is a carbon exposed economy



Carbon intensity of Australian companies

AFR 26 September 2007



Everyone has to be part of the solution

Garnaut Interim Report Feb 2008



EU scenario:  27Gt abatement a year  by 2030 –
who does what

Vattenfall

Responding to climate change:

Mitigation and adaptation

Addressing both the causes and effects



THE GREEN CENTURY

It’s a major  business opportunity

• Global investment in  sustainable 
energy and low carbon tech up 
from US$28b to US$71b two 
years to 2006

• The world market for 
environmental goods and 
services is approx US$1 trillion

� How will climate change affect our customers?

� How will changes in customer demand patterns affect pricing 
of our products and services?

� What % of climate related costs will we be able to pass on to 
customers?

� How can we generate streams of revenue from low-carbon 
products?

� What new forms of income will be available?

� What will be the impact of weather patterns on revenue?

� How will we work with our customers to minimise the climate 
impact on our value chain?

Adapted from Lasch and Wellington HBR Mar 2007



• How will regulatory policy affect our costs?

• What happens if our emissions are taxed?

• What is our capital exposure if we have to retrofit sites and 
plant?

• What will be raw materials costs impacts?

• How will our suppliers’ costs increase?

• How much will we have to pay for energy and water?

• How will our risk profile affect our insurance and share 
profile?

• Will our bankers be comfortable with our carbon exposure?
Adapted from Lasch and Wellington HBR Mar 2007


